
TO USE OR NOT TO USE

Global smartphone penetration has led to unprecedented addictive behaviors. To develop a smartphone use/non-use
pattern by mobile.

This mark of punctuation is called the serial comma. Examples John is coming over later. Second, we did not
actually exclude sleeping time in the present study. Apostrophes are used to indicate this possession in the
following ways: If the noun does not end in -s in most cases this means it is singular , add -'s. Introduction
Global smartphone penetration has produced unprecedented social impacts and the overuse of smartphones
can be considered to be one form of technological addiction. The fact that it is possible the speaker is
describing reality makes this an indicative sentence, not a subjunctive one. Next the Similarity Index was
calculated to be the average of the absolute differences within a day, which can mathematically expressed as
where K was the total number of non-use epoch. The 's indicates that one room is owned by my brother, while
the other is owned by my sister. The work group focused on gaming because it was the most well-studied and
arguably problematic form of Internet use at the time. If an indefinite pronoun a noun that refers to no specific
person or thing owns a noun, add -'s. Examples She is visiting the United States. This is true whenever a
hypothetical situation is expressed, for example. There are several other words that are commonly used with 's
to show a contraction. The Boston Globe's editorial page is popular. As recent cases have illustrated, it is upon
the way the latter obligation is drafted that a prospective recipient of confidential information should focus
especially carefully, when deciding whether or not they can safely sign the agreement in the form proposed
and, importantly, before they receive the information in question. The dog pulled on its leash. Use the with the
names of famous buildings, works of art, museums, or monuments. The use frequency, use duration and
use-median parameters predicted problematic smartphone use. The children's play received a standing ovation.
Both bananas' peels had turned brown. The use frequency and non-use frequency are reciprocally identical and
therefore the non-use frequency also is able to predict problematic smartphone use. Furthermore, it should be
possible to apply the non-use-median parameter as an indicator of relapse. Do you know anyone who lives in
the Philippines? Shaniqua may stay on campus for the weekend or she may decide to go home to see her high
school friends. The clowns' shoes protruded from the windows of the Volkswagen. For example, who's,
what's, where's, there's, he's, she's, etc. Use an "S" followed by an apostrophe s' to show possession of plural
nouns or nouns that always end in "s. Thus, the similarity index is the average absolute difference between the
non-use and use epochs. For example: If the name does not end in -s, add -'s. He wishes his grammar. Does
anybody's key fit this lock? The 's shows us that it was the house that belonged to Mary. This sentence is in
present tense and is expressing something that is always true. I'm so sick of this cold weather. Outside the
litigation context, the permitted purpose for which the information can be used might, for example, be for
evaluating whether or not to enter into a particular form of transaction. When NOT to use an apostrophe The
most common apostrophe error is the addition of an apostrophe where one is not needed. This could be most
inconvenient, if indeed practical at all. I wonder who's going to play Hamlet. Mr Justice Floyd was required to
construe the terms of a confidentiality agreement entered into for the purpose of the claim for a declaration of
non-infringement under UK Patents Act s If the name ends in -s and the pronunciation is not terribly awkward,
add -'s. Do not use the with the names of individual mountains, lakes and islands Examples Mount McKinley
is the highest mountain in Alaska. Does this noun own something?


